Return
of The
Fighter
Israel has had a change of prime
minister. Likud's Shamir has
replaced the old fox, Peres. Steve
Vines argues that, as a result, the
prospects for a Middle East
settlement are even dimmer

T

he old terrorist is back. Comfortably installed in the rather
austere prime minister's
office in Jerusalem sits the 71
year old Yitzhak Shamir.
His predecessor, Labour leader Shimon Peres, has assiduously kept his
part of the bargain and handed over the
job to Shamir. Peres knows all about
bargains. He served his political
apprenticeship as bag carrier to David
Ben-Gurion, Israel's first prime minister. Ben-Gurion brought to Israeli
politics all the ruthlessness and complex manoeuvring which he learned in
the tough school of the Eastern European tradition.
It was Ben-Gurion who vividly saw the
threat posed by the right-wing Zionists
in the period before the foundation of
the Israeli state and it was Ben-Gurion
who forced a showdown by threatening
to blow up a ship carrying arms for the
Irgun, the right-wing terrorist organisation run by Menachem Begin,
Shamir's predecessor as leader of the
Likud bloc. The Irgun backed down and
handed over their arms to the Haganah,
which was dominated by the labour
Zionists. In so doing they conceded
political supremacy to the labour Zionists.

The shotgun marriage of the Likud, the

Labour Party and practically every
other political party in Israel after the
election two years ago was, given the
history of bitter differences, hardly a
love affair. It was forced on the
politicians by an Israeli public tired of
political wrangling.
Somehow, probably because the prospect of divorce was worse, the uncomfortable marriage has worked. Much in
the same way that Italy's seemingly
endless succession of governments
since the war have managed to govern
despite a dubious political mandate,
Israel's coalition government has
brought a kind of stability. The ques-

tion puzzling most Israelis and indeed
others concerned about the Middle East
is what difference the change from a
Labour to a Likud prime minister will
make.
Many Arab commentators see little if
any difference between so-called right
wing and left wing Israeli governments. As far as they are concerned
Israeli parties of the Left and Right are
both Zionist and therefore the same.
They are wrong and would find out why
by carefully studying Yitzhak Shamir's
political career.
Like most of Israel's political leaders

Shamir comes from Eastern Europe. In
the heady days after the Russian
revolution when Jews were drawn in
disproportionately large numbers into
revolutionary politics, a smaller number embraced zionism. In those days
revolutionary politics were the norm
and the Zionists could only compete for
adherents by presenting a radical face,
distrusting the predominant socialistically-inclined Zionist movement the
followers of Ze'ev Jabotinsky created
the revisionist Zionist movement. Shamir joined the revisionists and emigrated to Palestine where he was
quickly drawn into the struggle against
the British mandatory authorities and
the socialist Zionists who held sway
over the Jewish Agency, Israel's government-in-waiting. Unlike Begin who
became a leader of the mainstream
Irgun, the fighting wing of the revisionist movement, Shamir joined the splinter Israel Freedom Fighters, better
known as the Stern Gang.
Whereas the Irgun were prepared to
declare a truce with the British, the
Stern Gang believed that the antiimperialist struggle should continue
during the second world war. The Stern
Gang came to worldwide prominence
with the 1944 murder of Lord Moyne,
the British minister resident in Cairo.
Its political beliefs have been obscured

by subsequent history but they were in today's terms - quite surprising.
The

Sternists

were

not

anti-Arab,

indeed they saw the Arabs as potential
allies in the fight against the British.
They were also pro-Soviet and eventually declared themselves to be 'revolutionary socialists'. Their politics
combined a strange mixture of passionate Jewish nationalism with a concept
of 'national communism'.
Like the Irgun, this volatile organisation was disbanded after the foundation
of the state of Israel; most of its members retiring from active politics. Some
became active sociahsts; others veered
into the extremist greater Israel movement. Shamir, who was twice captured
by the British and had to escape further
detention by fleeing to Eritrea, seemed
to have dropped out of politics.
Like many of his former colleagues
however, he gravitated towards
Israel's secret service which he left in
1965 having risen to the position of
head of Mossad's European section. His
time with the secret service coincided
with a period in which the service
looked as though it was getting out of
the government's control and was
pursuing its own political objectives,
notably a crude attempt to increase
American unease about Abdul Nasser's
Egypt by clandestinely staging the
bombing of American premises in
Cairo.
Shamir always seemed most at home
in clandestine activity and the kind of
politics which by-passed the democratic process. However in 1973 he entered parliament as a member of
Begin's Herut Party. Strangely for a
man who spent most of his life avoiding
compromise, he rose to the top of the
party as the compromise candidate. He
lacks the demagogy of Begin and the
common touch of politicians like his
greatest rival, David Levy, but he has
the confidence of the old timers who
run the party and know him aS a sound
member of the core 'fighting family'.
When Begin became prime minister and

Egypt's President Sadat visited Jerusalem some extremely fatuous comparisons were made between de Gaulle
and Begin. Commentators recalled how
it took the hardline French president to
do a deal with the nationalists in
Algeria and pacify the French settlers.
They thought that, like de Gaulle, Begin
was the man to sell a deal to the
intransigent Israeli public who evidently showed little appetite for compromises with Arab governments.
egin of course had no such
' inclination. He was not folI lowing the intransigent attitudes of the Israeli public, he
was helping to form them. Shamir is in
the same mould but more so. He lacks
Begin's urbane charm and intellectual
depth and so appears more blunt and
more hardline. His relatively short acquaintance with party politics has left
him desperately short of presentational
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skills. Lacking the ability even to appear
flexible (something Begin miraculously
managed to achieve) Shamir falls back
on the traditional recourse of those lacking confidence, and is stubborn.
The contrast with Shimon Peres could
not be greater. Peres is a man interested in power not in ideas. He has
carefully worked the system until he
clawed his way up to the top. His one
act of political non-conformity, briefly
leaving the Labour Party in the shadow
of Ben-Gurion, was more to do with his
personal loyalty to his master and
belief in his return to power, than any
ideological split.
So called 'moderate' Arab politicians

like King Hussein and President
Mubarak of Egypt recognised that they
could do business with Peres. The
superpowers too recognised this obvious facility. There is no prospect of
doing business with Shamir, an ideologically driven politician who has had an
intense acquaintance with both left and
right-wing politics and arrived at his
present position on the strength of
long-held convictions.
Shamir is, above all, a great disappointment for the superpowers. Despite his position as leader of a
right-wing party, Yitzhak Shamir is
distrusted in Washington. The favoured
American candidate for the premiership is Peres, a view shared in
Moscow which took the first tentative
steps to restoring diplomatic relations
under Peres following the rupture in

1967 during the Six Day War.
The Americans are also rightly unconcerned about the 'socialist' tag which
attaches itself to Peres's Labour Party,
because of all the major parties in the
Socialist International the Israeli
Labour Party is probably the least
representative of its working class.
Ever since 1977 when Begin won a
devastating election victory it has been
clear that the right-wing Likud bloc are
the authentic voice of Israel's Jewish
workers, most of whom originate from
Arab countries.
n the peculiar economic and
ethnic structure which is today's
Israel, the Labour Party represents the traditional vested interests and ruling elite. An uncharacteristically high proportion of the
country's industry is out of the private
sector; but it is not quite in the public
sector either because it is run by
powerful subsidiaries of the trade
union movement which in turn is run by
the Labour Party.
The majority of the Israeli Jewish
population were born in, or originated
from Arab countries. They arrived
after the European Jews had settled
and gathered the political institutions
under their control. Although European
predominance in political parties
spreads across the spectrum from left
to right, it was personified in the
Labour Party which must have seemed
as if it were destined to rule for ever.
Thus the working class opposition to
the Labour Party gravitated to the right

I

and stayed there but not just for
negative reasons. More importantly the
Right offered a far more acceptable
policy on the biggest issue: relations
with the Palestinians and the Arab
world in general. To Israel's naturally
hawkish proletariat, many of whom
were forced out of Arab countries into
Israel, the Labour Party appeared to be
dangerous.
There is therefore absolutely no political

mileage to be gained by Shamir adopting a more conciliatory attitude towards peace negotiations with Israel's
neighbours and there is hardly a great
deal of popular acclaim to be gained by
Peres in pushing him along that road.
Peres could only exercise his carefully
honed negotiating skills as prime
minister.
The fact that many in the Arab world
alongside the political leadership in
Washington and Moscow want to see
Peres back in a position of control is of
little help to the ever flexible Labour
leader. The Israeli public has been in a
go-it-alone mood for some time. External endorsements are viewed with the
deepest suspicion. On the other hand
public opinion seems to have developed
a strong appetite for coalitions so Peres
and his supporters can expect a secure
existence in the government unless
either side has a brainstorm and insists
on any radical departures from existing policy. Failing this Israelis are
looking forward to a further period of
the two 'S'es, stability and stalemate.*
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UNFAIR DISMISSAL
MATERNITY RIGKTS
HEALTH & SAFETY
MINIMUM PAY
RIGHTS FOR PART-TIMERS

J O I N

T H E

The GMB calls on the Labour
Movement to campaign for a new
charter of rights which will
benefit a[( working peonle ami
put the law on the sUe of the
low pa/ff ami oppresseil.
G M B C A M P A I G N

FOR

FAIR LAWS AND RIGHTS IN EMPLOYMENT
General Secretoiy; John Edmonds General, Munitipol, Boiletniokeis & Allied Irades Union Thome House, Ruxley Ridge, Cloygote, Esher, Surey KllO CTl

Telephone tsher (0372) 62081

Telex: 27428
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MT ADVERTISING WORKS • CLUBBING • MUSIC • THEATRE • FASHION • RING MALCOLM 01-608 026S

L U X E M B U R G PG
A Film by MARGARETHE VON TROTTA x^ WINNER -s.,
t

BEST ACTRESS %

starring B A R B A R A S U K O W A ^ % r ! " 8 " . ! l i ^ w i t h DANIEL OLBRYCHSKl

"A MAGNIFICENT ROSA" CITYUMITS "SUPERB AS ROSA" ELU
"A TOWERING PERFORMANCE"
Philip French, OBSERVER

"One of the year's most moving films... it packs a powerkil punch
"An exceptional film... sombre and impressive with a great
performance at its heart" George Peny.nN
"A portrayal of both power and subtlety" BLITZ
"No film in London at the moment has more serious intent
or raises more important questions" Dewi<Maicoim, THE GUARDIAN
with o n e SANDER DORIS SCHADE ADELHEID ARNDT HANNES JAENICKE
Written ond Directed by M A R G A R B H e V O N T R O H A Photogroptty FRANZ RATH Mus.c NICHOLAS E C O N O M O U Editor DAGWAR HIRTZ Ptodgced by EBERHARD jUNKERSDORf
1 A SIOSKOP-FILM (Mupiichl/Pro-iect Filttt im Filtnverkig der AoloretvREGlNA ZIEGLER Filmproduttion/Baren Film Co Prodyction Colour English Subtiltes • Paul FrblicKs ctoisic blogrophy ' R o w Lunembur^ is publijtied by Pluto Press An Artificial EyeHeleose |

NOW SHOWING EXCLUSIVE PRESENTATION 1 1 I f Y ^ i p r P
FILM DAILY AT t 00 3 30 6 00 8 30

L rfl V v t Is 1

1. J l ^ ^ A V^^^ TELtPMONE 3793014 & 836 069>

J L P P r e s e n t s in association with the Combination Ltd.

America's premiere female
acappella quintet

THE DRILL HALL ARTS CENTRE
16 CHENIES STREET LONDON WC1 637 8270
Until Nov 8

SWEET HONEY IN
THE ROCK

Cordelia D i t t o n & M a g g i e F o r d i n
T H E DAY THE SHEEP T U R N E D PINK
About people, power and sheep, this show is uncompromising, touching and
full of humour.
/
From Nov 11-22
Belfast's CHARABANCTHEATRE CO w i t h
THEGIRLSINTHEBIGPICTURE
•£Ui\«»s_
FromNov25-Dec6
C H A R A B A N C THEATRE CO w i t h
G O L D IN THE STREETS

"A heartfelt comedy, full of warmtri and compassion"
Jack Babuscio, Capital

TUESDAY 4th NOVEMBER aooim.
SkDlERS WEUS T H E M M ,
ROSEBERRY IkVENUE ECIR «TN

sf^^m.

TICKETS £7.50 £5.50 £4.00 From Sadlets WelU Box OHice
01.278 8916 lor reservations & C.C.

BILL SHERWOOD'S 'YUPPIE'GAY COMEDY Starring STEVE BUSCEMJJOHN BOLGERGANOUNG ^ ^ ^
I nRICHARD
i u n n n u U/AINUUIMU
^ ^

rMirlQ

15

"Special flavourofgayfiumour has rarely been caught so well
on film... humour so bright it cauterises pain" ^s *"9e'«s Times

G L A N C E S.

From Friday 24th October SCREEN ON THE HILL Haverstock Hill NWS (435 3366)
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FRIDAY 31 St October
ARTISTS AGAINST APARTHEID SHOW
Tickets £4.50
8pm - 1 1 pm CHAKK plus guests
11 pm - late THE LOCOMOTION Tickets £3.50 - Capital DJ
Wendy May plays
London's best R n'B and soul.
SA TURD A Ylst
November
THE BOOGIE BROTHERS BLUES BAND plus support
Tickets £5.00 Doors 8pm
SUNDA Y2nd
November
THE MISSION plus support
Tickets £4.50 Doors 7.30pm
MONDA Y3rd
November
FLORA PURIM plus support
Two Shows: 6.30pm and 9.00pm
Tickets £7 advance
9-17 Highgate Road, Kentish Town NW5
01-485 5256

WE pEnronuiiiE
CRLIERV
4 W H I T F I E L D STREET
L O N D O N W1
Tel: 0 1 - 4 8 2 2948
ROSA L U X E M B U R G
Revolution, Remembrance, Representation
An Exhibition of contemporary works by May Stevens,
Margaret Harrison, Giangiacomo Spadari o'l the lives and
murders of Rosa Luxemberg and Karl Liel'knecht, w i t h
archive material of works by Beckmann Felixmuller,
Grosz, Kollwitz, Erwin Piscator and Mies .an der Rohe
Opens S A T U R D A Y OCTOBER 11th at 1^ rioon w i t h a
seminar by May Stevens, Jo'^n A V\jiksr and others.
Exhibition runs through Novi^'i'ioei 22nd.
Gallery hours:
Tuesday-Friday 1 1 ^ . 3 0 , Saturday t1—2
Financially assisted by

Greater
London
Arts Association

FuadadbyCamdmi

kapital f
klothing '
From a historic
Soviet design,
reproduced in full
colour, our new
T-shirt is available
in XXXL (£6.50),
XL and L (£5.50).
M O R E - t h e LEFT
UNLIMITED
T-shirt (XXXL, XL
and L) for only
£4.50 and
badges, 20p each
(min. order 5) with
our logo in
tasteful blue and
green!
Write, stating sizes preferred, to Left Unlimited (Merchandising), 1 6 St
John St, London ECl M 4AY. Cheques to M a r x i s m T o d a y Events
(addl5%p&p)
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A Successful Formula

Nigel Nansell: An unlikely hero who confounded the sceptia

Grand prix driver Nigel
Mansell is an unlikely motor
racing champion. He neither
looks nor sounds the part.
His Brummie monotone belongs more to the Lucas
Aerospace works where he
was once an engineer, while
his habit of bringing his wife
and children to races doesn't
fit the image of fast-living,
jet-setting grand prix ace.
Besides,
Mansell,
32,
shouldn't logically be champion. As number two driver
in the Williams' grand prix
team to Brazilian star Nelson
Piquet, Mansell should be
playing a supporting role not regularly beating his
higher-paid team mate.
Yet, that is precisely what
Mansell has done this year taking him within a gearchange of the world championship. With five victories
under his belt at the time of
going to press, Mansell had
only to win one more race to
be assured the title; a prospect which confounded the
sceptics who have doubted
his ability.
For Mansell has never been
credited with the natural talent of former British world
champions Jim Clark (his
own hero) and Jackie Stewart - or even his own rivals
for the title - Alain Prost,
Ayrton Senna and Nelson Piquet. Rather, Mansell is seen
as a gutsy trier - who in the
past invariably tried too hard
and ended up in the crash
barriers. He has none of the
financial advantages of some
of his colleagues, financing
his early racing by washing
windows, while his wife
Rosanne demonstrated gas
cookers. He eventually sold
everything to get into For-

mula 3 - the proving ground
for aspiring grand prix stars.
Once there, he didn't dominate the scene, like many of
his current rivals such as
Piquet - but instead performed well in uncompetitive cars.
By then he had broken his
neck and badly injured his
back in racing accidents. But
his biggest break came when
talent spotter Colin Chapman, the boss of Lotus cars
offered him a formula one
drive. Despite a good rapport
with Chapman, errors outnumbered results, and after
Chapman's death in 1982,
Mansell's career nose-dived.
'When I was with Colin,' he
says, 'things were very good
but when he died, things
changed.
Colin
handled
many sections of the business himself - he could do it,
because he had the power
and charisma and the final
say. But when he died, Lotus
floundered for a couple of
years.'
By good fortune, Mansell
was offered the number two
seat at Williams - a team
which had itself been struggling with the advent of turbo-charged engines. Still,
Mansell was noted more for
his gaffes than his gifts particularly by spinning off
in front of the tv cameras
while leading the Monaco
Grand Prix. At the end of the
1984 season, the McLaren
team had presented a comic
video of Mansell's accidents
and excuses at a victory
celebration; and when it was
announced that Mansell was
to be his team mate, Williams' driver Keke Rosberg
threatened to quit. 'The human being I can get along
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with,' said the former world
champion. 'The professional
person I'm not so sure about'.
However, as Williams' design director Patrick Head
points out, Williams was in
the throes of adapting to turbo-engine technology, and
badly needed a driver with
turbo experience - which
Mansell had with Lotus. 'I
thought he was a driver very
committed to working hard.'
Head's faith was rewarded
- by the end of 1985 Mansell
was winning at last, and his
form continued spectacularly into 1986. Everyone agrees
that Mansell is a changed
man this year - success has
brought a new confidence
and image consciousness. He
suffers fools politely, if not
gladly, interviews are restricted to five minutes, he
deftly switches caps midinterview to please the sponsors, and he slips into a bizarre third person PR speak
when talking about himself.
Who can blame him for
playing the part? Ferrari has
already offered him an
alleged £1.5M to drive its
cars next year, and McLaren,
the team that two years ago
made him the office party
joke, has also been on the
phone. Mansell has now resigned with Williams, for a
rumoured £2m for two years.
Many paddock pundits
argue that Mansell has simply been lucky to be in the
right team - and car - at the
right time. Mansell has always paid tribute to teamwork in an era of eight
second stops for
tyre
changes, but insists; 'The
driver's still got to do the job,
he's still got to go out and win
the race. The tyres stops are
critical, because you can
screw up during tyre stops,
but it just involves the team a
little bit more than they were
before.' In answer to his critics, Mansell has made few
mistakes this year - even
under extreme pressure. In
fact, it is star driver Piquet
who has goofed more regularly than his number two.
Success has, undoubtedly,
changed him. It has made
him hungry for more #
Nick Newman

The Spice
of Life
A new series of six half-hour
comedy programmes Victoria Wood as seen on TF starts
this month. Michelene Wandour spoke to its originator,
writer and performer, Victoria Wood, in rehearsals.
Can we start at the beginning.
Bom . . .

Born Prestwich near Manchester, 1953. Grammar
school, university. Television. Before I graduated
from university I was a barmaid in a pub in Birmingham, and met someone who
worked at the BBC who
heard me playing the piano,
and asked me to audition at
Pebble Mill, which I did. I got
a few odd little jobs singing
songs on their regional programme on Friday nights. The
first programme was a folk
programme and I sang on
that. Then they asked me to
write songs specially for
some of their other programmes. So by the time I left I
already had an Equity card.
You can't get them now for
just being on the BBC, but
you could at that time.
You write and perform your
own material. Have you done
other people's stuff?
At university I was in lots of
plays. But I've never wanted
to really. It's just the way it's
gone. I've always been writing something and then gone
on to do it or getting it done.
I'm not an actress, so I don't
go round scouting for other
people's things to do.
I would do something if I
thought it was a great script.
I'd do a part in a film or
something if anybody asked
me. I've just been offered a
little part. I can't do it because I'm busy with this.
When did you get married?
1980. We met in a play at
Leicester. In 1976. Geoff was
an actor then, he was in the
show at the
Leicester
Phoenix playing Buffalo Bill.
I was very out of work and
they needed somebody to
play the piano for the show
for two weeks. A bit after
that he decided to stop being
an actor. And became a magician instead.
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